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Abstract: Machine vision and Digital Image processing systems widely used in many of the applications like 
Quality control, Classification, Recognition, Identification, Security etc. For the implementation of machine vision 

system and machine learning, system must be feed by collection of images. Collecting the required images for the 

system are time consuming and complex task. We can collect the images from internet, research centres or existing 
data prepared by the researchers. Most of the systems images are not available, many of the researchers preparing 

the image datasets by themselves. Preparation of datasets needs costly equipments like high resolution cameras, 
highly configured computer systems, scanners etc. Nowadays handheld devices are equipped with high resolution 

cameras and cost also when compared to digital cameras very low. In this article we are going to demonstrate the 

step by step procedure of hardware setup, capturing image, processing images and feature extracted for those 
images by using mobile phone. For this implementation we have used Vivo z1pro mobile and prepared the data 

sets for the research of germination prediction and variety identification for the rice seeds. Preparing the datasets 

we have used four major rice seeds cultivated in Tamilnadu namely Andhraponni, Atchayaponni, KO50and IR20 
which are collected from Agricultural university Trichirappalli,Tamilnadu,India. The prepared data set is freely 

available in https://github.com/duraitrichy/Riceseed. 
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___________________________________________________________________________ 
  
1. Introduction 

In image processing, data set preparation is the important and core step. The accuracy of result always depends 

on the data sets used to train the machine. The data set [3]prepared by self contains the following important steps. 

1. Hardware requirements 

2. Samples  

3. Hardware setup 

4. Naming the images 

5. Pre processing 

6. Features Extraction 

7. Decide on the conclusion attribute 

The above steps are common for machine vision systems. Some hardware is common and must for digital 

image processing systems [Flat bed, camera, storage, lighting, camera holder etc] depends upon the cost and 

accuracy the hardware configuration may be varied. Samples are the data we are going to capture and process as 

an image. Samples must be carefully selected, choosing the samples following many factors, will discuss further 

in next chapters. Samples must be collected from any certified research centres or certified buyers. Samples must 

be mixed carefully for classification. Each sample must be named and noted for future reference. 

Hardware setup[3,9] is the next step in the data set preparation, Digital Image Processing systems are working 

with features of the image , feature values are depends on the image captured, contains variety of features values 

like textural features, morphological features, colour features[4]. The factures may be vary depend upon variety 

of reasons like environment, lighting condition, camera pixel values, temperature etc. But when we are going to 

capture the image all the above said must be common and should be fixed in the hardware setup. The next 

challenge in the dataset preparation is distance between sample and capturing device. This also must be constant 

for the entire data set preparation. 

For the identification of sample [10] whenever you are going to capture it write the same in the flat bed, for 

that keep separate space. Use short identifier for the same; don’t keep the name as it. In proposed we explained 

how it was done. Before going to extract the features from the captured images, each image must be pre processed 
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like cropping the image in the constant dimension, image enhancement, removing unwanted objects, convert the 

colour image to gray scale and binary. 

The next step is Feature extraction, how much attributes or features you are extracting for an image the 

accuracy of result will be increased. But don’t extract unwanted features, include only important as well as which 

are giving enhanced accuracy. Based upon the type of sample you are going to process decide which type of 

features going to extract. Important features are morphological, colour, Textural features are common for all 

image processing, and apart from that some unique features also there for the type of samples you are going 

prepare dataset. 

Once successfully decided what features are going to extract from the images taken, based upon the outcome 

result you are going to produce decide that is the conclusion attribute. For example classification variety name is 

the conclusion feature[3,4]. In the above all steps are done then decide on software or tool you are going to 

implement. For our project we have implemented, prepared the datasets for germination prediction and variety 

identification of rice seeds. In the next chapter we will explain in detail. 

2. Materials used and Hardware Setup 

The main objective of the project is to implement machine vision system in the field of agriculture. Because 

most of the work in agriculture is done manually and time consuming. Image processing techniques are used and 

implemented many of the fields. For our research work we are going to propose a automatic method to 

identification of germination prediction and varietal classification for rice seeds. For that we have proposed most 

economic methods to implement the same. In such a way, we have used hardware and techniques.  

Capturing the image we have used VIVO Z1 Pro mobile with 16Mega Pixel camera, for storage and processing 

image HP Laptop with corei5 8th Gen processor, 4GB NVIDIA GEFORCE GTX , 1 TB HDD system used. The 

main objective of our research is to reduce the cost of data set preparation as well as easy to use. The mobile 

phone we have used gives descent images with good details. The flatbed scanner setup, lighting and camera setup 

will be explained further. 

                             

Fig 1.0 capture image of sample Bad Andhraponni      Fig 2.0 captured image of sample Good KO50 

For the Flatbed scanner we have used black background, black colour sheets are available in shops with less 

cost. In the black sheet, we have drawn a square with 10cm side and in centre of the square mark a dot for place 

our sample. And in the top of the flat bed paste one white colour small sheet for naming the sample. Fixing the 

mobile we have used wooden materials, and distance between flatbed and camera distance is 30cm, which gives 

good detailed image. We have tested the same with different distances like 40cm, 20 cm and 50cm. But 30cm 

distance setup gives the results as expected.  

 In mobile capturing the image lot of options now comes with mobile, in the mobile what we have 

mentioned comes with photo, AI BEAUTY, NIGHT, PANO, PRO and DOC mode. We cannot use other than 

PRO mode, because mobile phones are having built in software to adjust the image quality, like auto contrast 

enhancement, brightness, colour change etc...But image processing always depends on those features only. For 

the same sample if you are taking multiple photos with other modes each and every image is giving different 

feature values. But for our system it must be constant, for that we can use only PRO mode. In PRO mode we can 

fix the capturing properties, once fixed the same values must be maintain for all sample capturing. In our 

preparation we have set EV:-1.7 and ISO:400. In the room lighting we have used Philips Stellar Bright 20-Watt 

Round LED Bulb and the room temperature is constantly maintained with 88degree.  

3. Samples preparation 

Preparing the datasets we have used four major rice seeds cultivated in Tamilnadu namely Andhraponni, 

Atchayaponni, KO50 and IR20 which are collected from Tamilnadu Agricultural university 

Trichirappalli,Tamilnadu,India. We have collected 100gm in each variety; all are certified seeds and 100% 

germinating viability. But for our research we need some non-germinating seeds also, so for each variety we have 

collected the non-germinating seeds also from the university. The Seeds are not germinated for the following 

reasons red rice seeds, physical damage, fungal attack and discoloration.  
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For each variety we have taken 20 samples , 10 are good and 10 are non germinating seeds. To name the 

seed the following short names are used for the entire dataset preparation shown in Table 1.0. 

Variety Name Identifier name (Good 

sample) 

Identifier name (Bad sample) 

Andhraponni 

Atchayaponni 

KO50 

IR20 

GAP 

GATP 

GK50 

GIR20 

BAP 

BATP 

BK50 

BIR20 

   Table 1.0 Variety name and identifier 

  

Fig 3.0 Parts of a rice seed 

The above fig3.0 shows the parts of the rice seed[2]. In image processing normally images are captured 

for the same sample with different positions, for constant positioning and direction we have placed the each 

sample’s awn part touched the dot which we have drawn on the flat bed. The sample name must be written on the 

white sheet which we pasted on the flat bed. Once sample placed on flat bed and the mobile position must be 

fixed we are not supposed to change the position. Samples are placed one by one and the names will be written 

on white sheet like GATP1,GATP2 for all samples. 

4. Germination Test 

Once sample captured immediately it must be kept inside a white colour cotton cloth for germination test. 

In the white cloth mention the name with permanent marker. In the germination test the sample will be submerged 

in water for 12-24 hours[1]. As per the suggestions from the experienced farmer, we have submerged the sample 

with cotton for 23 hours (from 6pm to next day 5.00pm). After 23hours we opened each sample cotton package, 

a small shoot appear on most of the samples.  

For planting the samples we have used paper cups for each sample named with the same terms used to 

identify the samples. All the paper cups are filled with good soil for planting the seeds suggested by farmers. The 

same quality and quantity of soil is filled in all cups and the cups are now placed in sunlight. Every day morning 

the cups are filled with water. After 10 days the seeds are successfully germinated and the result of each sample 

is recorded, for the machine learning the germination status is the resultant attribute. The below figure shows the 

step by step method of germination verification samples. 

   

a) White cotton cloth   b) GK50 Sample placed in cotton  
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c)  BAP4 Sample placed in cotton   d) Sample are ready for submerge 

   

e) Submerged samples    f) Planted seeds 

  

g)  Germination status after 5 days  h) germinated seeds after 10 days 

Fig 4.0 Germination evaluation steps 

Extracting Features 

 Extracting the features you can use any image processing tool, we have used matlab for extracting the 

features. Before processing the image the taken must be cropped. The crop will be done on the square we have 

drawn with same dimension for all images and save the file name as the identified term, but we are not suppose 

to change the colour properties. For our research work we have extracted totally 18 features shown in the below 

Table 2.0.  

color Features 

 

morphological Features 

 

textural Features 

 

Average Red 

color 

Average Green 

color 

Average Blue 

color 

 

Major axis length 

Minor axis length 

orientation 

eccentricity 

area 

roundness 

aspect ratio 

 

contrast(Horozontal&Vertical) 

Correlation(Horozontal&Vertical) 

Entropy(Horozontal&Vertical) 

Homogeneity(Horozontal&Vertical) 

 

Table 2.0 Extracted Features 
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Table 3.0 Extracted Feature values 

4. Conclusion 

 Digital Image processing systems are widely used in many applications. For the implementation of 

automated identification of quality and classification, the system must be trained with data sets. Data set collection 

is the complex, cost effective and time consuming part of the research. In recent handheld devices are equipped 

with good configured and giving results equal to digital cameras. Here we have proposed a method and 

implemented successfully , in data set preparation for rice seed germination prediction and variety classification. 

The system is implemented with low cost hardware and materials used. Preparing the datasets we have used four 

major rice seeds cultivated in Tamilnadu namely Andhraponni, Atchayaponni, KO50and IR20 which are 

collected from Agricultural university Trichirappalli,Tamilnadu,India. The datasets are successfully prepared and 

now it is implemented for the germination prediction system. By using this article researchers can prepared the 

dataset by themselves in their work in economic way. The prepared data set is freely available in 

https://github.com/duraitrichy/Riceseed. 
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